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(Feel free to contact me with comments/questions on this
content; e-mail: jorg – at – entzinger – dot – nl)

[video shows: 1) plane from outside; 2) cockpit window
view; 3) control column deflection; 4) combined videos]
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This shows the final approach to landing (last part of glide
and flare)
The question is: what is the pilot looking at and how does he
decide the proper control inputs
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If we know how the pilot “sees” the aircraft motion and how
he decides on his control, it will be easier to train new pilots,
we can make more efficient and effective simulators, and it
can help in understanding and recognizing visual illusions
and thus increase air safety, etc. etc.

The two main points in my research are PERCEPTION (how
we sense the world around us) and CONTROL. These 2
themes contain several (conscious or subconscious) substages when it comes to aircraft control by a human pilot.
- Some cues may be too small (or too big) to be
visible, relative brightness or contrast levels may be
insufficient, or cues may be dominated by other cues
- Some cues contain better/more/easier accessible
information than others, the pilot is trained to use
those cues and ignore others
- The pilot has a mental model of “what looks right”
and what certain deviations of that “ideal image”
mean (e.g. too high, too fast, …)
- The pilot makes decisions to adjust, go-around,
initiate flare etc
- The pilot continuously controls the aircraft according
to the difference between perceived and desired state
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Currently I investigate 2 phases in the final approach to
landing (if successful, maybe I add turn-to-final later)
[Animation]
1) The glide phase, where the pilot should track a
straight path with about 3deg slope in the vertical
plane
2) The flare phase, where the pilot should pitch up to
reduce sink rate
The control in these phases is of a different style, so making
separate models seems a good idea.

In the glide the pilot has to maintain a constant descent.
Therefore glide control is tracking control.
At some point the pilot has to start the flare. Based on the
view from the window, he has to decide the right moment
Flare control is quite difficult to formulate. If the sinkrate is
higher, the flare should be stronger; if the altitude is lower, it
should also be stronger. Finally, the aircraft should have a
certain pitch attitude to land on the main gear.

The main (longitudinal) controls are column (Æ elevator Æ
pitch) and throttle (Æ thrust).
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This is a typical time-history of throttle setting and column
deflection through the final approach and landing.
(for column: if the graph goes down, the pilot pulls the
column, which results in pitch up)
As you see, the throttle is mostly constant and thus I focus
on the column movement

[videos] show how the scene changes when moving forward
(left) or down (right) at CONSTANT speed
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When moving forward, the shape of the runway is constant
(the apparent angle between the side lines, theta, is constant).
It only changes in size. When moving down, the shape
changes (theta, gets bigger). Even at constant sinkrate, theta
increases more than linear.
Actually, when moving DOWN at CONSTANT speed, the
angle increases faster and faster. In the beginning you can
almost not see the sideline rotating, but in the end it rotates
very fast. Thus not only theta, but also the derivative of theta
contains altitude information.
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For longitudinal motion, there are many cues available to the
pilot, these are the ones I use in this research. X is the
“implicit horizon”. When maintaining a constant glide slope,
with the markers as aim point, the “implicit horizon” is
constant. This is thought to be an important cue for keeping
the glide path.
X Æ glide slope
Y Æ pitch attitude (dY Æ pitch rate)
W Æ distance
Theta Æ altitude (dtheta Æ altitude, sink rate; tau_theta Æ
time to contact)
In the case of simulated landings the main aircraft states
(position, velocities, attitude, rotational speeds, control
surface settings) and the column deflection and throttle
setting were obtained. Knowing the simulated airport
geometry, the states are translated into visual cues as they
would be seen through the cockpit window.
For data gathering during real landings, 2 video cameras
were installed in the cockpit (see Fig). One records the outthe-window view, the other camera is capturing the column
movements from the side. A marker is put on the column to
simplify video post-processing and extracting numerical
column deflection values. The images of the out-the-window
view are also post-processed to obtain numerical values for
the selected cues.
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A review of literature shows that most pilot models are in
terms of classical control theory, although some have applied
neural networks.
I want a model that is flexible, general (glide, flare, …) ,
transparent (easy to explain what is happening to pilots and
instructors), and above all, a model based on things the pilot
is concerned with: visual cues, and not hard values of state
variables.

To model a pilot’s control, I train a neuro-fuzzy network.
The inputs are the (normalized) visual cues. In puts at the
left relate to “value is high”, inputs at the right (1-variable)
relate to “value is low” . The output is the position of the
control column. (a decreasing value means the pilot is
pulling the column, an increasing value means he releases it)
Neural networks have a reputation of being black boxes.
Using the gamma operator instead of a standard sigmoid
function or so, the network becomes much more transparent
and can be read in terms of logic reasoning [explanation of
gamma operator on next slide]
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The gamma function, as a neuron transfer function, can
assume AND, OR, or compensatory behavior. The left term,
increasingly active when gamma approaches 0, takes the
product of the inputs, weighed by delta. It thus forms the
AND connective. The right term, increasingly active when
gamma approaches 1, forms the OR connective.
In the neuro-fuzzy network structure, de values of gamma
for each neuron, and the neuron interconnection weights
delta can be trained like weights and biases in standard
neural networks.
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For the glide phase the most important cue seems to be the
implicit horizon. The connection between the chi input and
the output has the strongest weights (thickest lines). This is
what we expected from literature and as we saw in the
animation in the beginning of this presentation.
Also a high time to contact AND a low runway angle has
some minor influence, so while far away, the column
position is “high” while the pilot pulls the column slightly
during the glide
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In the flare phase the change of horizon OR the runway
angle has the thickest line, and thus the strongest influence
on the output. The change of horizon indicates feedforward
control (increase pitch), while the the runway angle is
important for the final pitch adjustment just before
touchdown
During the flare, the implicit horizon OR marker width can
be used as cues for distance; the aircraft should not “float”
over the runway, but touchdown with enough runway left
over for the rollout.
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The timing of the flare appears to depend strongly on the
change of the apparent runway angle. The “dtheta AND dY”
actually only stresses that we are not talking about the flare
itself, but the seconds preluding it.
As dtheta contains information about both altitude and
sinkrate, it is actually not surprising this is a suitable cue.
However is has never been clearly mentioned in literature, as
far as I know.
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For verification of the results I discussed so far, I did the
following test:
For modeling, I separated glide and flare phases manually.
Now we know that dtheta and dY are high at the flare
initiation. This means that the values of theta and Y must
differ much between the glide and flare phases. Fuzzy
Clustering gives this result. [solid white line is membership
degree to flare pase]
When we use this resulting membership function (solid) as a
supervisory controller to mix the outputs of the glide model
and flare model, we see it indeed makes a very sensible cut,
and the model output (colored) closely resembles the
original column data (dashed)
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Like car driving, the way to land an aircraft cannot be put
into words easily. To find out what is happening
(subconsciously) in a pilot’s brain, I obtained visual cue and
control data from real and simulated landings, and used it to
make a neuro-fuzzy pilot model. Using the gamma operator,
the network can represent AND or OR (or mixed) style
logical connections, which makes it easy to understand the
model.
Using the results of the Flare Timing Model, Fuzzy
clustering of the relevant cues has shown to give a sensible
result, thus verifying the relevance of these cues. The cluster
membership was used as supervisory controller to combine
the two lower level Glide and Flare network models.
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The two things I’m interested in are Perception and Control.
I think on both subjects there is much research to be done. I
like to work on both fields and try to combine them.
First priority is now to further investigate the “change of
runway angle”, which was found to be an important cue for
flare timing. Visual cue research for flare timing is very
sparse and dTheta has never been reported as a timing cue in
literature (as far as I know).
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